Objective To assess the reporting, extent, and handling of loss to follow-up and its potential impact on the estimates of the effect of treatment in randomised controlled trials.
Introduction
Loss to follow-up in randomised controlled trials could bias results if the unavailability of data is associated with the likelihood of outcome events. For example, patients might fail to return for assessment because of deterioration in their medical condition, resulting in a higher frequency of adverse outcomes of interest associated with that condition. If the distribution of such patients differs between study arms, the prognostic balance created by randomisation will be disturbed. 1 2 Although analysis of patients for whom outcome data are available in the groups to which they are randomised will avoid bias as a result of factors such as non-adherence, it will not protect against potential bias associated with loss to follow-up. 3 Although investigators strive to reduce the amount of missing data, in most instances they will fail to achieve complete follow-up. [3] [4] [5] Indeed, 60-89% of randomised controlled trials have some missing outcome data. [6] [7] [8] Interpretation of results is compromised when, as is often the case, investigators do not report strategies for handling such data. 8 9 The most commonly reported strategy among trials that do report their approach is to restrict analyses to participants with full outcome information (complete case analysis). 6 7 Most previous analyses have not found significant associations between the extent of loss to follow-up and the magnitude of treatment effect. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] These findings suggest that substantial loss to follow-up sometimes leads to overestimates of treatment effects and sometimes to underestimates. Another approach to examining the possibility of bias associated with loss to follow-up in randomised controlled trials is to evaluate the potential impact on effect estimates of various assumptions regarding the outcomes of participants lost to follow-up. We examined this question in a sample of randomised controlled trials from five general medical journals with the highest impact factors. We also described the reporting, extent, and handling of loss to follow-up.
Methods
We have reported the protocol for this study and the full details of our methods elsewhere. 15 For this study, we defined loss to follow-up as incomplete ascertainment of the primary outcome for some participants in a randomised controlled trial. If the authors excluded some participants from the analysis but still provided their primary outcome data, we considered that loss to follow-up did not occur. If the authors did not provide the primary outcome data of those excluded participants, however, we considered that loss to follow-up did occur.
Eligibility criteria
Eligible studies were randomised controlled trials published in one of the five general medical journals with the highest impact factors: Annals of Internal Medicine, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and New England Journal of Medicine. All eligible studies reported a significant binary primary patient important outcome (P<0.05 or confidence interval not including 1). 16 We focused on these trials because they are the most likely to influence clinical practice and to have lower rates of loss to follow-up. Results would therefore reflect a conservative estimate of risk of bias associated with loss to follow-up in randomised trials in general. We excluded cluster trials, crossover trials, "n of 1" trials, and trials reported in research letters.
We defined a patient important outcome as one for which one would answer the following question with "yes": "if the patient knew that this outcome was the only thing to change with treatment, would the patient consider receiving this treatment if it was associated with adverse effects, inconvenience, or cost?" Such outcomes included mortality, morbidity, and outcomes reported by patients. We considered surrogate outcomes (such as changes in blood pressure, HbA1c) as not patient important.
Literature search
We used the Cochrane Collaboration's highly sensitive search strategy to identify reports of randomised controlled trials in Medline (OVID interface) (see appendix 1). We restricted the search to human trials published in the selected journals during 2005-07.
Review process
After formal calibration exercises, pairs of reviewers trained in health research methodology performed each of the review stages (screening title and abstract, screening full text, selection of the primary outcome, and data abstraction) independently and in duplicate. They used standardised pilot tested forms and detailed written instructions and resolved disagreements by discussion and with the assistance of an arbitrator when needed. We contacted authors of all included reports to verify the results of our data abstraction and made corrections accordingly.
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Abstracted data
For each trial, we abstracted data relating to general characteristics, methodological characteristics, and the reporting, handling in the analysis, and extent of loss to follow-up. 15 We recorded circumstances associated with loss to follow-up: mistakenly randomised with inappropriate post-randomisation exclusion; did not receive the intervention with inappropriate post-randomisation exclusion; withdrew consent; did not adhere to treatment; crossed over to the other treatment; or lost contact. We judged post-randomisation exclusion as inappropriate unless the information about ineligibility was available at baseline and those making the decision regarding exclusion were blinded to allocation. 18 For each trial, including those using survival analysis, we also collected data to construct 2×2 tables (intervention/control×event/no event).
Analysis
We assessed agreement between reviewers for both the title and abstract screening stage and the full text screening stage using the κ statistic.
Reporting, handling, and extent of loss to follow-up
We conducted a descriptive analysis of the different aspects of reporting and handling of loss to follow-up. To estimate the extent of loss to follow-up, we calculated the percentage of loss to follow-up in each trial and the median and interquartile range of that percentage across trials. For each trial we calculated the ratio of the total number of participants classified as lost to follow-up to the number of primary outcome events: the "lost to follow-up to events ratio." We then calculated the mean and standard deviation of this ratio across trials.
We conducted a multiple linear regression analysis with "percentage of participants lost to follow-up" as the dependent variable and the following independent variables:
• Reporting the use of intention to treat analysis Actual analysis of participants in the groups to which they were randomised.
Potential impact of loss to follow-up
We evaluated the effect of several assumptions about the outcomes of participants lost to follow-up on the estimate of effect for the primary outcome (see appendix 2 for an illustrative example for each assumption). We first evaluated four common assumptions:
• None of the participants lost to follow-up had the event
• All the participants lost to follow-up had the event
• None of those lost to follow-up in the treatment group had the event and all those lost to follow-up in the control group did (best case scenario)
• All participants lost to follow-up in the treatment group had the event and none of those in the control group did (worst case scenario).
While these assumptions are commonly used in the literature, 19 they are not plausible. Thus, we evaluated the more plausible assumptions that the incidence of events among participants lost to follow-up is higher by a specific ratio relative to the observed event incidence among participants followed up. For this purpose, we defined RI LTFU/FU as the event incidence among those lost to follow-up relative to the event incidence among those followed up (see appendix 2). LTFU refers to "lost to follow-up" and FU refers to "followed up." The assumptions we evaluated combine a range of what we believe are plausible RI LTFU/FU values (1, 1.5, 2, 3.5) in the intervention group and control group. We chose an upper limit of 5 for RI LTFU/FU as it represents the highest ratio reported in the literature. Geng et al used a community tracker to evaluate the incidence of death among participants in scale-up programmes of antiretroviral treatment in Africa who were lost to follow-up. 2 They found the mortality rate to be five times higher in patients lost to follow-up compared with patients who were followed up. 2 We converted all trial outcome data so that all events were regarded as negative (for example, we converted "survival" to "death" and "absence of pain" to "presence of pain").
Percentage of trials losing significance-For each of the trials, we used data from the 2×2 tables to calculate the relative risk associated with each of the assumptions (see appendix 2). We then calculated the percentage of trials whose primary outcome was no longer significant for each of the assumptions. We excluded trials in which no loss to follow-up occurred but included them in a subsequent sensitivity analysis. We also excluded trials that lost significance with a complete case analysis (that is, analysis excluding participants lost to follow-up from both the denominator and numerator). Such a finding might indicate that loss of significance with any of the assumptions could simply be because of our use of a 2×2 table calculation. Trials in which the investigators used either a survival analysis or an adjusted analysis might be particularly prone to such an effect. Not excluding these studies would inflate the results.
Mean ratio of relative risks-For each of the above assumptions and for each trial we calculated the ratio of the relative risk based on the specific assumption to the relative risk based on a complete case analysis. We then used the inverse variance method to pool the ratio of relative risks across the trials. We did not calculate the mean change in effect estimate as initially planned because of considerable diversity in the effect measures and associated estimates of precision reported among eligible trials. 15 
Sample size
We estimated that our search strategy would identify about 200 eligible studies during 2005-07. We judged that such a sample size would result in acceptable 95% confidence intervals for three hypothesised proportions (10%, 20%, and 30%) of studies losing significance based on our assumptions: 5.8 to 14.2 for 10%; 14.5 to 25.5 for 20%; and 23.7 to 36.4 for 30%.
Results
We included 235 eligible reports, close to our target number (figure⇓). Agreement between reviewers during the screening process was high: κ 0.93 for title and abstract screening and 0.78 for full text screening. Authors of 107 reports responded to our request to verify abstracted data (46% response rate). 17 The percentage accuracy across trials for the different abstracted items varied from 84% to 100%. Inaccuracies were related to unclear reporting. Tables 1⇓ and 2⇓ , respectively, present the general and methodological characteristics of included trials. Table 3⇓ shows the percentage of trials with different information regarding reporting of loss to follow-up. Of the 235 trials, 204 (87%) had either an explicit statement about loss to follow-up or a CONSORT flow diagram showing loss to follow-up, or both.
Reporting of loss to follow-up
Extent of loss to follow-up
Of the included trials, 191 (81%) reported some loss to follow-up. Among these 191 trials, the medians and interquartile ranges for the reported percentage of loss to follow-up were 6% (2-14%) overall; 6% (1-14%) in the intervention group; and 7% (2-15%) in the control group (the difference between intervention and control groups was not significant). The medians and interquartile ranges for the "lost to follow-up to events ratio" were 0.26 (0.09-0.76); 0.30 (0.09-1.25) in the intervention group; and 0.23 (0.08-0.65) in the control group. A value of 0.26 means that one participant was lost to follow-up for every four participants experiencing the primary outcome (the difference between intervention and control groups was not significant). In our regression analysis, a higher percentage of participants lost to follow-up was associated with inadequate concealment of allocation, a longer length of follow up, and a non-medical non-procedural intervention (see appendix 3).
Handling of loss to follow-up Table 4⇓ shows the analytical methods used for handling loss to follow-up in the primary analysis of the 191 trials that reported some loss to follow-up. In about a fifth of trials, the method used was unclear.
Potential impact of loss to follow-up
Of the 191 trials reporting some loss to follow-up, results of 160 remained significant in a complete case analysis.
Percentage of trials losing significance-For the four common assumptions, the percentage of trials that lost significance varied from 0% (best case scenario) to 9% (none of the participants lost to follow-up had the event) to 17% (all participants lost to follow-up had the event) to 58% (worst case scenario). Table  5⇓ shows the percentage of eligible trials that lost significance across a range of assumptions for the event incidence among those lost to follow-up relative to those followed-up. This percentage varied from 0% to 33% for the range of plausible assumptions. The percentages in the sensitivity analyses that included trials in which no loss to follow-up occurred were relatively lower across all assumptions by about 20% (see appendix 4).
Mean ratio of relative risks-
The mean ratio of relative risk across randomised controlled trials varied from 0.73 (best case scenario) to 1.51 (worst case scenario) (see appendix 5). A ratio of 1.51 signifies a relative increase in relative risk by 51% (for example, if the relative risk is 0.8 with the complete case, it would be 1.2 in the worst case scenario). Appendix 5 also presents the findings for the assumptions that the event incidence among participants lost to follow-up decreased or increased relative to those followed-up. The ratio varied from 0.79 to 1.23 (that is, the relative risk increased by up to 23%).
Discussion
Summary of findings
Up to a third of trials published in five top general medical journals and reporting significant results for binary primary outcomes that are patient important lose significance if one makes plausible assumptions about their loss to follow-up. Thirteen percent of trials did not report whether loss to follow-up occurred. In those that did report loss to follow-up, the median percentage of loss to follow-up was 6%; a fifth of the trials did not report on how missing data from participants were handled.
Interpretation of findings
The plausibility of our assumptions about the outcomes of patients lost to follow-up varied. The first two assumptions (none of the participants lost to follow-up had the event and all participants lost to follow-up had the event) are commonly used but are implausible. The third assumption (worst case scenario) can be used to verify the robustness of a trial results but is extreme and generally unrealistic. 20 In our sample, results of only 42% of randomised controlled trials would retain significance under a worst case scenario.
We designed the remaining assumptions (that is, the combinations of RI LTFU/FU ) to be more plausible on the basis of limited evidence that patients who are lost to follow-up tend to have worse outcomes. 1 2 20 We would have tested other imputation methods (such as multiple imputations and regression models) if individual patient data had been available, which, as is typical in most study reports, it never was.
The most plausible assumption can depend on the question being examined by the trial. For example, an assumption that all patients lost to follow-up experienced an adverse event could be reasonable when patients are expected to comply with the trial protocol and follow-up. This might be the case in a trial used to evaluate a drug to prevent rejection after cardiac transplantation. 21 Indeed, the investigators of such a trial implicitly made this assumption by including loss to follow-up as a component of a composite primary end point along with morbidity and mortality outcomes. 21 Smoking cessation trials generally make the assumption that those lost to follow-up have failed to quit. 22 The most plausible assumption also depends on the reason for loss to follow-up. For example, participants who were lost to follow-up because they "moved" are likely to have better outcomes than those who were excluded because of "failure to improve." Higgins et al proposed choosing the assumption based on the reason for loss to follow-up and, if necessary, using different assumptions for different groups of loss to follow-up in the same trial. 23 The most appropriate assumption could also be determined by using empirical data from studies assessing the outcomes of patients lost to follow-up from related trials.
1 Investigators could also use data from population based studies. 24 25 For example, a systematic review of studies tracing the outcomes of patients lost to follow-up from antiretroviral treatment programmes found that mortality was inversely associated with the rate of loss to follow up. 26 Caution and judgment are needed when these observations are applied to randomised controlled trials. Baseline characteristics of participants lost to follow-up is another factor to consider. When these characteristics suggest poorer prognosis relative to participants followed up (such as older people and higher percentages of comorbidities), participants lost to follow-up would probably have poorer outcomes.
Loss to follow-up with no bias reduces power because the effective sample size is reduced. By imputing some events in those lost to follow-up, the total number of events rises and some power is regained, particularly if one assumes the same risk in those lost to follow-up and their respective treatment groups (such as when a value of 1 for the RI LTFU/FU is used in both groups). Given, however, that the investigators are making up the data, one could argue that the apparent increased precision is misleading. Indeed, Higgins et al have highlighted the need to take into account the uncertainty about the imputed data. 23 Taking into account the uncertainty would result in wider confidence intervals; if we had done this, results of more trials would have lost significance. Our results are therefore conservative estimates of the percentage of trials losing significance.
The association we found between the length of follow-up and the extent of loss to follow-up is not surprising as longer follow-up will inevitably result in difficulties retaining all randomised patients. The association between inadequate concealment of allocation and the extent of loss to follow-up could represent less methodological rigor in both aspects of design and conduct. One might have expected that the extent of loss to follow-up would be associated with the type of outcome (that is, more loss to follow-up with non-fatal compared with fatal outcomes); we did not find this to be the case.
Strengths and limitations of study
Our study has several strengths. Our a priori publication of the study protocol made our objectives and methods transparent and subjected them to peer review. 15 We used transparent and systematic methods to search for and select eligible studies, select the primary outcomes, and abstract data. We also ensured rigorous data abstraction by using detailed written instructions, conducting formal calibration exercises, conducting duplicate abstraction, measuring agreement, and implementing a consensus approach to resolve disagreement. We contacted authors to verify our abstracted data and achieved a 46% response rate and most data were verified as accurate. 17 While other authors have proposed many of these assumptions, 23 we think that this is the first study to propose and test approaches based on RI LTFU/FU .
One limitation of our study is its generalisability because of its focus on reports published in five top general medical journals rather than a wider range of journals. Randomised controlled trials published in lower profile journals, however, might report smaller effects than those published in top medical journals 27 and might be of lower methodological quality 28 and thus have higher rates of loss to follow-up. Lower effect estimates and higher rates of loss to follow-up would inflate the potential impact of loss to follow-up. Thus, our findings are more likely an underestimate of the impact of loss to follow-up in a wider range of randomised controlled trials. Our results do not apply to continuous data, which present specific challenges that need to be dealt with separately. 29 We focused on reports of trials with significant effect estimates because these studies are more likely to influence clinical practice. Also, unless event rates in those lost to follow-up are greater relative to those followed up in control groups rather than intervention groups, ignoring missing data will not result in misleading inferences. The reasonably narrow time range of the included studies (2005-07) was determined to a large extent by our sampling method; we first sampled all eligible trials published in 2007 and included trials from preceding years until we reached our target sample size. If trials in these years are idiosyncratic, or if strategies for avoiding loss to follow-up have improved in the years since 2007, our results could be unrepresentative. Neither of these possibilities, however, is likely.
Finally, we used a frequentist statistical approach to explore the impact of loss to follow-up on effect estimates. An alternative would have been a Bayesian approach. 30 31 
Implications of findings
This study has important implications for trialists, editors of medical journals, systematic reviewers, and users of medical literature. Investigators should of course aim to reduce the extent of loss to follow-up in the design and implementation of their trials. 5 They should also be transparent and detailed in reporting loss to follow-up (such as, extent, timing, reasons, and baseline characteristics of those lost to follow-up, all by study arm) and describe the potential implications for their primary analysis. 19 Specifically, conducting sensitivity analyses with reasonable assumptions about loss to follow-up is necessary to test the robustness of their results. 19 The assumptions we have made could be a reasonable standard from which trialists could deviate if they have compelling reasons to do so. Our study was limited to relatively simple assumptions that do not require individual participant data. If this level of data is available then investigators should consider more sophisticated statistical methods such as multiple imputation. 32 33 Editors of medical journals have the opportunity to improve the quality of the medical literature by enforcing the use of the CONSORT statement, particularly as it relates to reporting the patient flow diagram and the number of patients lost to follow-up, the reasons for loss to follow-up, and the number of patients analysed. 34 Systematic reviewers should consider all available information about the extent of loss to follow-up and the assumptions used in the primary analysis of original reports. They should also routinely conduct sensitivity analyses with reasonable assumptions about the outcomes of those lost to follow-up to test the robustness of the results of their meta-analyses.
Users of published medical literature should be aware of the potential vulnerability of apparently positive results to loss to follow-up. Important factors that might be associated with higher vulnerability include a small magnitude of effect, a high number of participants lost to follow-up (particularly when compared with the number of events), differential loss to follow-up in study arms (in terms of numbers and reasons), poorer baseline prognosis of participants lost to follow-up, reasons for loss to follow-up likely to be associated with poorer prognosis, and loss of statistical or clinical significance, or both, when reasonable assumptions about participants lost to follow-up are applied.
Future research should include collection of empirical evidence to define the most reasonable assumptions about the outcomes of patients lost to follow-up. Assumptions will probably vary with the population involved, the nature of the intervention, and the outcome under consideration. Similar work is also needed to inform the impact of loss to follow-up for continuous outcomes. For now, authors of individual randomised controlled trials and of systematic reviews should test their results against various reasonable assumptions. Only when the results are robust to all reasonable assumptions can inferences from those results be viewed as secure. Tables   Table 1| General 
